# Inaugural Ceremony at Kamani Auditorium on 01 Feb 2019 at 6.00 pm

Followed by the performance of Karanth Ke Rang in Hindi by Rangpurga, Mumbai, Dir: Amol Bhatt, Dur: 50 mins

| DAY | B-auhamukh, Chahumukh | Shri Ram Centre | LTG | Kamani | Abhimanyu
|-----|------------------------|-----------------|-----|---------|-----------
| SAT | 30 PM                 | 5.30 pm         | 7.00 pm | 8.30 pm |
| SUN | 4.00 pm               | 3.30 pm         | 7.00 pm | 6.30 pm |
| MON | 5.00 pm               | 3.00 pm         | 7.00 pm | 6.30 pm |
| TUE | 4.00 pm               | 3.00 pm         | 7.00 pm | 6.30 pm |
| WED | 4.00 pm               | 3.00 pm         | 7.00 pm | 6.30 pm |
| THU | 4.00 pm               | 3.00 pm         | 7.00 pm | 6.30 pm |
| FRI | 4.00 pm               | 3.00 pm         | 7.00 pm | 6.30 pm |
| SAT | 4.00 pm               | 3.00 pm         | 7.00 pm | 6.30 pm |

## Allied Activities

Directors’ Meet daily at Yoga Hall, from 11.00 am to 1:00 pm; living Legend Series, Master Classes, National & International Seminars at Samruddhi/Bahumukh 2.00 pm onwards; Youth Forum at various venues at 4.00 pm

## National School of Drama presents

Bharat Rang Mahotsav

1-21 February 2019

## Programme

**1. Kathakali

KATHAKALI - A Goat’s Anxiety at the Prophet’s Rock**

**2. Sunda Sar nan Panchna

SUNDER MAHAOSH (Shakuntala)

**3. Aashana Sundri Thirukal

ASHANAYA SUNDARI THIRUKALVAYAN

**4. Maa Harsichitra (Mask)

RAVA HARSICHERA (Mask)

**5. Chauyi

CHAU (Mayer Bhang & Sara Kei)

**6. Kavya

GAHYA SINGH-MATANGI (Swaj)

**7. Compendium

CROWN PRINCE

**8. Rupee

THE OPEN COUPLE

**9. Tapa

TAPANIRINE

**10. New Love Story

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

**11. Kathi

KATHANNURVA INERAN (Thammy)

**12. Kala Dhruba Sagad Anvai

KALA DHIRAPU SAGAD ANVAI

**13. Sonya

SOGA CHAKMA KACHKIMAM KHAN

**14. Vaish

VAISH MUKH (Mam)

**15. Sakti

SASTRI SAKTI (Kash)

**16. Tula

SULTAN DDIY (Sad)

**17. Bharat Rang Mahotsav

BHALU RANG MAHOTSAV

---

**18. Karanth Ke Rang in Hindi by Rangpurga, Mumbai, Dir: Amol Bhatt, Dur: 50 mins

---

**CLOSING CEREMONY at Kamani Auditorium, 6.00 pm**

---

**PROGRAMME SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT SHORT NOTICE**

---

For more information log on to: https://23bom.nsd.gov.in